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We initiate coverage on Bank AL Habib (BAHL) with a price target of PkR 
130/share. Our investment thesis is based on: 1) years of above-average 
balance sheet growth means BAHL is no longer a mid-sized bank and 
deserves a higher multiple, 2) excellent track record with 0.5% credit 
charge, 20% deposit growth and 23% ROE for over two decades, 3) limited 
NPL risk given all-time high IDR of 77% and prudent lending history, 4) 
focus on the Islamic banking space; currently 13% of deposits and growing 
at 30 – 40% YoY and 5) structural tailwinds for the banking sector, driving 
equity market performance.  

Historical mid-sized bank PB discount no longer applies: Historically, mid-
sized banks used to trade at a 20 – 40% discount to the largest banks, given 
the former’s lower ROEs and the latter’s premier brand image and 
entrenchment as the sector’s largest banks. The competitive landscape has 
changed over the past decade as mid-sized banks have upped their game. By 
virtue of their sustained high deposit growth, superior management and 
higher ROEs, the categorization of “mid-sized” and the valuation discount 
attached to it needs thorough revision.   

 

BAHL Financial Highlight 

  

Source: Company Accounts, BMA Research 
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P/B discount between “mid-sized” banks (BAHL, BAFL, HMB, FABL) and the Top 3 (HBL, 

UBL, NBP) have converged  

  

Source: BMA Research 
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Financial Overview 

  Dec23 Dec24E Dec25E 

EPS (PkR) 31.8  50.5  63.3  

DPS (PkR) 14.0  20.0  24.0  

PE (x) 2.9  1.8  1.5  

Yield (%) 15.4% 22.0% 26.4% 

BVPS (PkR) 113.9  140.6  179.0  

PB (x) 0.8  0.6  0.5  

ROE (%) 31.8% 40.5% 39.0% 
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Tracking banking sectors rankings and looking to the next decade: We rank 
banks across three decades by deposit size below. BAHL has risen from the 
8th largest bank to the 6th largest bank (5th in 2022) over the past decade. 
Notably, while BAHL’s deposits were only 26% of the largest bank in 2009, it 
currently stands at 50%. We forecast what the next decade might look like if 
these banks maintain future growth at the average growth rate of the past 
three years. Meezan is expected to be the largest bank followed by BAFL, 
HBL and BAHL. Growth can be attributed to BAHL’s consistent 11% branch 
growth over the past decade whilst other banks such as MCB, UBL and BAFL  
have consolidated their branch network.  

 Bank Rankings by Deposit Size as of 2009 -  other banks’ deposit % of 

largest bank (NBP) 

  

 

Source: BMA Research, Company Financials 

Bank Rankings by Deposit Size as of 2023 -  other banks’ deposit % of 

largest bank (HBL) 

  

Source: BMA Research, Company Financials 
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Source: BMA Research, Company Financials 
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BAHL has the highest deposit growth after Meezan Bank: We’ve rank banks 
across three decades by deposit size below. BAHL has risen from the 8th 
largest bank to the 6th largest bank (5th in 2022) over the past decade. More 
tellingly, while BAHL was only 26% of the size of the largest bank in 2009, 
today it stands at 50%. We forecast what the next decade might look like if 
these banks maintain future growth at the average growth rate of the past 
three years. Meezan is expected to be the largest banks followed by BAFL, 
HBL and BAHL. Growth can be attributed to BAHL’s consistent 11% branch 
growth over the past decade whilst other banks such as MCB, UBL, ABL etc. 
have consolidated branches at one point or another. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Islamic Deposits growing at 40% Y/Y since 2021: Since 2020, Islamic 
deposits’ share has risen from 8% to 13%. We forecast this to reach 18% in 
three years, growing to PKR 650bn by 2026.  

Additionally, based on the Declaration of Profit disclosures, BAHL offers PLS 
rates of 11 – 17%, with an average of 15%. This is 5.5% lower than the MDR 
and results in a 2% differential between the total deposit cost for Islamic vs. 
conventional deposits.  

In order to capture the impact of the high Islamic banking deposit growth 
and lower deposit cost, we have segregated the businesses in our model and 
forecasted both separately.  

Since Islamic deposits are growing twice as quickly as conventional deposits, 
the contribution of Islamic deposits to BAHL’s profitability is magnified over 
time. Previously Islamic deposits were less than 10% of total and the policy 
rate averaged 10% between 2015 – 2023. Going forward, with higher 
interest rates and higher proportion of Islamic deposits, the contribution to 
EPS can not be ignored.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Deposit Base Growth (2013-2023) 

  

Source: BMA Research, Company Financials 
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Investment book is primed for re-pricing: Based on interest rate sensitivity 
disclosures, after excluding treasury bills and floating rate PIBs (which fall 
within the 1 year category based on interest rate sensitivity), BAHL has PkR 
654bn maturities within 1 year, followed by small maturities over the 
remaining time horizons.  

Out of a total of PkR 754bn of these maturities, PkR 518bn are fixed rate 
PIBs. Therefore, we can be fairly certain that BAHL’s PIB book will undergo 
major re-pricing over the coming 12 months.  

The management could choose to focus on near term investment yields by 
opting for floating rate PIBs or re-purchase fixed rate PIBs. The former would 
immediately boost earnings while the latter would lead to accruing AFS 
surpluses, which can later be realized as interest rates decline.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

BAHL's Projected PIB Maturities (PkR bn) 

Tenor Outstanding 

1M 273  

1-3M 241  

3-6M 836  Maturies within 1Y 

6-12M 39  <1Y 1,389  

1-2Y 16  Less: Floating Instruments 735  

2-3Y 3  Fixed PIBs and Others 654  

3-5Y 69  1-2Y 16  

5-10Y 14  2-3Y 3  

>10Y 0  3-5Y 69  

Not Exposed 14  5-10Y 14  
Source: Company Accounts, BMA Research 
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Historically, credit costs have been limited: Between 2005 and 2023, 
BAHL’s credit charges have averaged 0.6%, considerably lower than the 
industry’s average charge of 1.0%. Even within these numbers, BAHL’s credit 
charges are inflated as it has averaged a general provision to NPL ratio of 
60% since 2009. Currently the general provision stands at 35% of non-
performing loans.  

While the General Provision remains large, given the shift to IFRS 9, and the 
conservative history of the bank, we’ve assumed PkR ~7.0bn provisioning 
charge per year for the next 3 years as it builds up buffers.  

Banking sector has structural tailwinds: Pakistan’s difficult economic 
scenario is a boon for banks as they primarily act as financiers of the 
government deficit. Even as double digit interest rates pull the brakes on the 
economy, the government’s worsened Debt-to-GDP ratio and high fiscal 
borrowing almost guarantee an investment avenue for the banking sector. 
As banks move to IFRS 9, given the unpredictability of the expected credit 
loss methodology, investment in government paper may continue to remain 
the favoured option. 

At the same time, the Islamic banking business model is starting to drive 
conventional bank earnings as these banks expand their Islamic banking 
operations to meaningfully large sizes.  

We expect the fiscal deficit to average 5 – 6% for the foreseeable future 
unless significant revenue measures are implemented. Large deficits will 
continue to drive double digit M2 growth and banks may continue to re-
cycle deposits into government securities to earn relatively risk free profits. 
Given this, we believe, the banking sector continues to remain one of the 
most attractive and low risk forms of investment on the PSX.  

Valuation – Target of PkR 130/sh: We have used Dividend Discount 
Methodology assuming a 14.5% Risk Free Rate and 24.1% Cost of Equity 
after using the appropriate beta and an 8% risk premium. We have used an 
8% rather than a 6% risk premium given Pakistan’s elevated macro-
economic risk.  

This leads us to a DDM based December 2024 TP of 160/share. This results in 
77% capital upside in addition to a 21% dividend yield. Note that, at the 
current price, the dividend yield alone nearly offsets the cost of equity.  

Based on current fair value (discounting further by 24%), we believe BAHL 
is worth PKR 130/share, for a current upside of 44% in addition to a 21% 
dividend yield.  
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BAHL Financial Statement

PkR mn Dec-21 Dec-22 Dec-23 Dec-24 Dec-25 Dec-26

Net Interest Income 55,609         77,319         124,148      182,962      227,602      245,723      

Non Interest Income 14,027         21,196         23,227         26,188         30,113         34,811         

Total Revenues 69,636         98,515         147,375      209,150      257,715      280,534      

Provisions (47)               12,871         4,200           6,585           5,733           7,492           

Operating Expenses 38,754         51,787         70,274         92,433         114,049      140,163      

PBT 30,273         32,884         71,128         110,132      137,933      132,879      

PAT 18,702         16,570         35,319         53,965         67,587         65,111         

EPS (PkR) 16.8             14.9             31.8             50.5             63.3             61.0             

DPS (PkR) 7.0                7.0                14.0             20.0             26.0             24.0             

BAHL Key Financial Ratios

PkR mn Dec-21 Dec-22 Dec-23 Dec-24 Dec-25 Dec-26

BVPS (Tangible) 75.2             84.9             100.7           127.1           169.1           205.0           

BVPS 81.0             85.7             113.9           139.3           180.3           215.4           

ROA 1.1% 0.8% 1.4% 1.9% 2.1% 1.7%

ROE 22.0% 17.9% 31.8% 39.9% 39.6% 30.8%

NII Growth -3.5% 39.0% 60.6% 47.4% 24.4% 8.0%

PAT Growth 5.0% -11.4% 113.1% 59.0% 25.2% -3.7%

Payout Ratio 28.1% 41.6% 47.0% 44.1% 39.6% 41.1%

Deposits Growth 19.1% 19.7% 23.3% 22.6% 23.0% 21.7%

Advances Growth 43.8% 10.9% 6.9% 1.4% 9.7% 9.6%

ADR 56.0% 51.9% 45.0% 37.2% 33.2% 29.9%

IDR 63.1% 73.9% 77.8% 71.8% 75.0% 77.2%

Cost of deposits 3.6% 6.2% 10.7% 11.6% 8.9% 7.2%

Yield on investments 8.7% 11.9% 17.6% 20.7% 17.6% 15.0%

Yield on advances 6.3% 10.3% 16.2% 18.6% 16.8% 13.7%

NII/Deposits 4.6% 5.4% 7.1% 8.5% 8.6% 7.6%

NPLs / Gross Loans 1.0% 1.8% 2.8% 3.4% 3.8% 4.2%

Provisions / NPLs 169.0% 121.0% 105.5% 100.2% 95.0% 93.2%

Net NPLs / Net Advances -0.7% -0.4% -0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 0.3%

Credit Charges 0.0% 1.7% 0.5% 0.8% 0.6% 0.7%

Admin Cost / Income 55.7% 52.6% 47.7% 43.0% 43.0% 48.9%

Admin Cost / Deposits 3.2% 3.6% 4.0% 4.2% 4.2% 4.2%
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Disclaimer 

This research report is for information purposes only and does not constitute nor is it intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of securities or 
other financial instruments. Neither the information contained in this research report nor any future information made available with the subject matter contained 
herein will form the basis of any contract. Information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at by BMA Capital Management Limited from 
publicly available information and sources that BMA Capital Management Limited believed to be reliable. Whilst every care has been taken in preparing this 
research report, no research analyst, director, officer, employee, agent or adviser of any member of BMA Capital Management Limited gives or makes any 
representation, warranty or undertaking, whether express or implied, and accepts no responsibility or liability as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness of the 
information set out in this research report. Any responsibility or liability for any information contained herein is expressly disclaimed. All information contained 
herein is subject to change at any time without notice. No member of BMA Capital Management Limited has an obligation to update, modify or amend this research 
report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or 
subsequently becomes inaccurate, or if research on the subject company is withdrawn. Furthermore, past performance is not indicative of future results.  

The investments and strategies discussed herein may not be suitable for all investors or any particular class of investor. Investors should make their own investment 
decisions using their own independent advisors as they believe necessary and based upon their specific financial situations and investment objectives when 
investing. Investors should consult their independent advisors if they have any doubts as to the applicability to their business or investment objectives of the 
information and the strategies discussed herein. This research report is being furnished to certain persons as permitted by applicable law, and accordingly may not 
be reproduced or circulated to any other person without the prior written consent of a member of BMA Capital Management Limited. This research report may not 
be relied upon by any retail customers or person to whom this research report may not be provided by law. Unauthorized use or disclosure of this research report is 
strictly prohibited. Members of BMA Capital Management and/or their respective principals, directors, officers and employees may own, have positions or effect 
transactions in the securities or financial instruments referred herein or in the investments of any issuers discussed herein, may engage in securities transactions in a 
manner inconsistent with the research contained in this research report and with respect to securities or financial instruments covered by this research report, may 
sell to or buy from customers on a principal basis and may serve or act as director, placement agent, advisor or lender, or make a market in, or may have been a 
manager or a co-manager of the most recent public offering in respect of any investments or issuers of such securities or financial instruments referenced in this 
research report or may perform any other investment banking or other services for, or solicit investment banking or other business from any company mentioned in 
this research report. Investing in Pakistan involves a high degree of risk and many persons, physical and legal, may be restricted from dealing in the securities market 
of Pakistan. Investors should perform their own due diligence before investing. No part of the compensation of the authors of this research report was, is or will be 
directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in the research report. By accepting this research report, you agree to be bound by 
the foregoing limitations. 

BMA Capital Management Limited and / or any of its affiliates, which operate outside Pakistan, do and seek to do business with the company(s) covered in this 
research document. Investors should consider this research report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. BMA Research Policy prohibits 
research personnel from disclosing a recommendation, investment rating, or investment thesis for review by an issuer/company prior to the publication of a 
research report containing such rating, recommendation or investment thesis.  

 

Stock Rating  

Investors should carefully read the definitions of all rating used within every research reports. In addition, research reports carry an analyst’s independent view and 
investors should ensure careful reading of the entire research reports and not infer its contents from the rating ascribed by the analyst. Ratings should not be used 
or relied upon as investment advice. An investor’s decision to buy, hold or sell a stock should depend on said individual’s circumstances and other considerations. 
BMA Capital Limited uses a three tier rating system: i) Buy, ii) Neutral and iii) Underperform (new rating system effective Jan 1’18) with our rating being based on 
total stock returns versus BMA’s index target return for the year. A table presenting BMA’s rating definitions is given below: 

 

Old rating system 
 
 

Valuation Methodology 
To arrive at our period end target prices, BMA Capital uses different valuation methodologies including 

 Discounted cash flow (DCF, DDM) 

 Relative Valuation (P/E, P/B, P/S etc.) 

 Equity & Asset return based methodologies (EVA, Residual Income etc.) 
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